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A multiple measurement vector (MMV) model blocks sparse signal recovery. ISAR imaging algorithm is proposed to improve
ISAR imaging quality. Firstly, the sparse imaging model is built, and block sparse signal recovery algorithm-based MMVmodel is
applied to ISAR imaging. -en, a negative exponential function is proposed to approximately block L0 norm. -e optimization
solution of smoothed function is obtained by constructing a decreasing sequence. Finally, the correction steps are added to ensure
the optimal solution of the block sparse signal along the fastest descent direction. Several simulations and real data simulation
experiments verify the proposed algorithm has advantages in imaging time and quality.

1. Introduction

Due to the characteristics of long distance, all-weather and
all-weather, the inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR)
imaging technology has been widely used in military, civil,
and other fields [1, 2]. Generally, the wide-band signal is
used to improve range resolution in ISAR imaging. In order
to obtain a high azimuth resolution, it is necessary to im-
prove the target rotation accumulation angle or increase the
time interval of coherent processing. For a long coherent
processing interval (CPI), complex motion compensation is
needed; however, it is difficult to achieve real-time imaging.
When the number of echo pulses is limited or the echo pulse
is interfered strongly, it is difficult to achieve the effect.
-erefore, the imaging algorithm based on short CPI is
necessary.

-e theory of compressive sensing (CS) uses a small
amount of measurement information to reconstruct the
original signal with a large probability through optimization,
which is the research hot spot in the field of signal processing
[3–6]. It has been used in ISAR imaging [7, 8], MIMO radar
signal processing [9, 10], and radar parameter estimation
[11–14]. Because the actual contour of the target in sky
imaging background is smaller than imaging area, the
scatters of the target have sparse structure compared with

the imaging area. -e traditional sparse ISAR imaging al-
gorithmmainly considers the recovery of individual scatters.
However, the scatters are not independent. Because the
target is a whole, different parts of the target are connected
together. -e strong scatterers of ISAR target can occupy
many resolution cells, which have usually clusters or blocks
in the imaging region. In this case, the common sparse
reconstruction algorithm cannot completely describe the
characteristic of target.

-e analysis shows that, by using the inherent structural
characteristics of the signal, it can the improve signal re-
construction performance greatly. If the block property
structure of ISAR target is exploited, the better recovery
performance can be obtained. Two-dimensional pattern-
coupled sparse Bayesian learning (PC-SBL) algorithm is
proposed in [15]. However, the algorithm is computational
expensive. One block sparse reconstruction algorithm is
proposed to reconstruct the scattering coefficient of the
target in the paper.

At present, most of the applications of sparse signal
recovery algorithm in ISAR imaging are based on the single
measurement vector (SMV) model, in which the ISAR echo
signals are divided according to the distance unit and then
the image can be obtained by combining the reconstructed
result of each distance unit. However, ISAR imaging
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reconstruction algorithm based on the SMV model has low
efficiency and poor real-time performance. -e compressive
sensing multiple measurement vector model can repeat
observations of the information, and the MMV model can
obtain better performance and improve the sparse signal
reconstruction efficiency compared with that of the SMV
model.

In order to improve ISAR imaging quality, a two-di-
mensional sparse signal reconstruction algorithm of ISAR
imaging based on MMV model is proposed. All one-
dimensional range images are written together as a whole to
be recovered by utilizing the potential block characteristics
of ISAR target. -e algorithm can not only improve the
efficiency of reconstruction but also improve the quality of
ISAR imaging.

-e structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces necessary ISAR imaging model and sparse signal
recovery ISAR imaging algorithm. In section 3, the block
sparse recovery algorithm for ISAR imaging algorithm based
on MMV model is introduced in detail. Simulation and real
data imaging results of ISAR are presented in section 4.
Finally, section 5 provides the conclusion.

2. ISAR Imaging Model

ISAR uses the relative motion of target and radar to obtain
high resolution azimuth. Assuming the LFM signal trans-
mitted by the radar is

y(t) � rect
t

Ta

 exp j2π fct +
1
2
λt

2
  , (1)

where t is the fast time, fc expresses the carrier frequency, c

is the chirp rate, and Ta indicates the pulse duration, the
backscattered ISAR signal can be written as
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where c is the speed of light, T is the CPI, and A is the signal
amplitude. After the distance pulse is compressed, the re-
ceived signal can be expressed as

s(t) � A · sin c Tac t −
2 R0 + y( 
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where λ is the wavelength, f is the Doppler frequency, and β
is change rate of Doppler frequency. It is assumed that there
are K strong scattering centers in a certain distance unit and
the time-varying scattering can be ignored in short coher-
ence processing; it can be expressed as

y(t) � 
K

k�1
xk · rect

t

T
  · exp − j2πfkt(  + n, (4)

where xk and fk are the kth scattering centers’ complex
coefficient and Doppler frequency, respectively, and n is the
noise, -e time sequence can be expressed as
t � [1: N]T · Δt, where Δt � (1/fr) is the time interval and
fr is the pulse repetition frequency. N � (T/Δt) is the
number of pulses. Δfd is the Doppler frequency resolution
interval, and the sparse Doppler sequence is
fd � [1: M] · Δfd, where M � (fr/Δfd) and M is the
number of Doppler unit corresponding toΔfd. So, construct
the basis matrix as Ψ � ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕm, . . . , ϕM ,
φM(t) � exp(− j2πfd(m)t), 0<m≤M. -e discrete signal
equation received by ISAR can be expressed as

y � Φw + n, (5)

where w is the coefficient vector composed of the reflection
coefficient and n is the noise vector.

Because w contains the information of the strong
scattering point of the target, it is a sparse vector. -e so-
lution of w is equivalent to the following optimization
problem:

w � argmin ‖w‖P subject to ‖y − Φw‖2 < η, (6)

where η is a small constant, and the value is related to noise
variance; P is the Lp norm.

According to the above optimization, the signal of each
distance unit is recovered and then combined together to
obtain the ISAR image. Because every distance element
needs to be recovered, it will increase the computational
burden and affect the imaging efficiency. Based on this, the
paper studies the ISAR imaging model based on MMV. If all
one-dimensional range profiles are written together as a
whole, the total received signal can be expressed as

Y � ΦW + N, (7)

where W is the target scatter point coefficient matrix, which
is the ISAR image.

In the traditional MMV model, the nonzero signals in
each column of matrix W have the same supporting set. For
the equation (7), the scatter points of distance unit have
different supporting set. Because the scatter points of ISAR
targets have the characteristics of cluster or block distri-
bution, the imaging result can be obtained by the following
block L0 sparse signal recovery algorithm:

min
w

‖W‖0 s.t.‖Y(:, n) − ΦW(:, n)‖< η n � 1, . . . N,

(8)

where ‖W‖0 expresses a block sparse L0 norm of a matrix, η
is a small positive number relating with noise, and N is the
number of columns of W.

-e smoothed function Gσ(w) � N − iexp(− w2
i /σ)

approaches the L0 norm when the parameter σ approaches
zero [16]. When the parameter σ⟶∞, Gσ(w) approxi-
mates the L2 norm.-erefore, the algorithm does not search
for sparse solution because L2 norm cannot describe
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sparsity. A negative exponential function
Fσ(w) � N − iexp(− |wi|/σ) as smoothed function is pro-
posed to obtain an approximate L0 norm solution.When the
parameter σ⟶∞, Fσ(w) approaches L0 norm. -us, the
sparse solution can be obtained by using the new function at
the very beginning of iteration.

For the one-dimensional block discrete signal w, the
block structure is expressed as follows:

w � w1, . . . , wd, . . . , w2d, . . . , wPd , (9)

where P is the size of the block and d is the number of blocks.
-e block smoothed L0 function can be expressed as

Fσ(w) � P − 
P

P�1
gσ

�����������������
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⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (10)

3. MMV Block Sparse Signal ISAR
Imaging Algorithm

In the double-loop-layer SL0 algorithm [16], the solution of
σ � σj is only the initial value when σ � σj+1. So, it is not
necessary to solve the precise solution of σ � σj. According
to this observation, the inner loop layer is canceled, at the
same time, the step size in the out layer is decreased. It means
that the searching density of the variable parameter σ is
increased. For every σj, only one fastest descent searching is
used to solve the minimization solution of the function
Fσj

(w). -e proposed algorithm ensures the block recon-
struction accuracy, and the computation amount does not
increase.-e steepest descent method should reduce the cost
function in every step, but it is not necessarily the descent
direction in the actual solution process. -erefore, for the
above algorithm, the step of checking whether the solution is
descending is added in each iteration. If it is not along
descent direction, the midpoint of the previous point and the

current point is used to ensure that the search direction
follows the fastest descent direction.-e proposed algorithm
is called improved MMB block sparse smoothed L0 algo-
rithm (simplified as MBSSL0). -e high ISAR imaging al-
gorithm based on MMV mode is expressed as Algorithm 1.

If the selected step size is large, the algorithm will not
converge. If the selected step size is too small, it will affect the
convergence speed and reduce the calculation efficiency.
-erefore, a larger step size is selected in the initial search
because the search point is far from the minimum value
point. When the search point is gradually close to the
minimum value, the search step size should be gradually
reduced. J is the iterative loop number, and σJ should be
chosen as less than the minimum value of the sparse so-
lution. Letting μ � βmax|X|/L0 guarantees that it moves
only a small part of the maximum value.

4. Simulation Results

4.1.One-Dimensional Block Spike Signal Recovery. -e signal
model is y � Aw + n, and the sparse matrix A is 80×160.
Each element of A is Gaussian distributed. wis a block sparse
signal, whose nonzero block coefficients are uniform ± 1.
-e block size is 8. n is the independent Gaussian random
vector. -e performance using BOMP [17], BCoSaMp [18],
BSL0 [19], BSPG L1 [20], and MBSSL0 are compared. For
BSL0 algorithm, the number of outer loops and inner loops
is 20 and 10, respectively. For BSSL0 algorithm, the loop
number is 200. Define minimum mean absolute value error
MAE � 10 log10(‖x − x‖/N), where x is the true solution
and x is the estimation value. -e experiment was repeated
500 times. -e computational times, correct position re-
construction frequencies, and MAE are averaged.

Figure 1 shows the average computational times with
different block sparsity by different algorithms. We can see
that BOMP, BSL0, and MBSSL0 algorithms have less
computation than the other algorithms.-e correct position

(I) Initialization
(1) W0 is the minimum l2 norm solution of Y � ΦW

(2) One decreasing sequence σ: [σ1, . . . σJ]

(II) For j � 1, . . . , J:
(1) Let σ � σj, β � (J − (j/2) + 1/J)

(2) Minimize the function Fσ(W) on the feasible set
(a) Initialization: W � Wj− 1
(b) Let δ be gradient of Fσ(W)

(c) W(: , n)←W(: , n) − μσδ (where μ is a small positive constant)
(d) If |AW(: , n) − Y(: .n)|2 > η, project W back into the feasible set W:

Gσ(W2)>Gσ(W)

(e) Compare step
If Fσ(X2)>Fσ(X)

Wj � W

If Fσ(X2)<Fσ(X)

W � WJ

(3) Set Wj � W.
(III) Final solution is W � WJ

ALGORITHM 1: -e block SL0 sparse signal recovery algorithm based on MMV model.
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estimation and MAE with different block sparsities for
different algorithms are shown in Figures 2 and 3. We can
see that the performances of MBSSL0 algorithm are com-
petitive with other algorithms.

4.2. ISAR Imaging Using Real Data. -e real data are the
measured echo data of yak-42 aircraft from the ISAR system.
-e radar parameters are as follows: the signal frequency
band width 400MHz, the center carrier frequency 10GHz,
and the data pulse repetition frequency 100Hz. 256 echo
pulses are selected in the simulation. Figures 4–6 show the
imaging results obtained by these algorithms using 16, 32,
and 64 pulses that are randomly chosen from 256 pulses.-e

uniform block is used in the block sparse reconstruction.-e
ISAR image is divided as 4 × 2small blocks, where 4 is 4
cross-range units. -e loop number of algorithm is 200. -e
simulation results are compared visually and quantitatively
with those images obtained by some sparse signal recovery
methods including MOMP algorithm [21], SBL algorithm
[22], PC-SBL algorithm, and MBSSL0 algorithm in this
paper, respectively. -e recovery images of MBSSL0 algo-
rithm show more information in the neck of plane when
pulse number is 16. -e images obtained by MBSSL0 al-
gorithm are similar to PC-SBL algorithm when the plus
numbers are 32 and 64. -e imaging results of MBSSL0
algorithm generate better visual quality, and the ISAR im-
ages are more intensive than MOMP algorithm and MSBL.
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Figure 1: Computational costs for different algorithms with block sparsity.
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Figure 2: Correct estimation for different algorithms with block sparsity.
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Figure 3: MAE for different algorithms with block sparsity.
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Figure 4: Reconstructed images using 16 pulse numbers: (a) MOMP, (b) MSBL, (c) PC-SBL, and (d) MBSSL0.
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Figure 5: Reconstructed images using 32 pulse numbers: (a) MOMP, (b) MSBL, (c) PC-SBL, and (d) MBSSL0.
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Figure 6: Continued.
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Considering the block sparsity, MBSSL0 algorithm can
describe the characteristics of the signal better and has better
signal reconstruction performance. -e computation time
using different algorithms are provided when the pulse
number is 32 in Table 1. It can be seen that the MBSSL0
algorithm saves computational time.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, one ISAR imaging algorithm of MMV block
sparse reconstruction is proposed by considering the block
structure of ISAR target in the imaging scene. Based on the
recovery algorithm of smoothed block L0 norm, a revised
step is added to ensure that the optimal solution is searched
along the direction of the fastest descent. Experimental
results show that the algorithm can save imaging time and
improve ISAR imaging quality effectively with fewer pulses.
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